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Our Paper
PO Box 10744 Portland, Maine 04104
Dear Our Paper,
Although I appreciate very much the
good articles and information Our Paper
consistently puts out, I was not excited
about the button on the front page of the
November issue, which stated, "Vote . .. or
you've got nobody to blame but yourself."
I think we put too much faith in the vote
and too little in the actions we take for the
civil rights of lesbians and gay men, for a
speedy and sane response to AIDS, and for
a more positive attitude among all people
toward varied and diverse sexual orientations:
While I am sure members of the paper
did not intend this, a gay man or lesbian
who voted (or who didn't vote) might (begin
to) blame themselves for the continued
homophobia in Maine and beyond. This
would simply be another case of the victims blaming themselves for something
that is not their fault. (Rape, incest, and
domestic violt,nce victims often blame
thems_elves or are blamed in a simi\ar way.)
This 'kind of stuff we don't need'.
And I hope iea~er~ l!ien't .waiting for
the "right" ~ople to ~ome into office to
vote'for a lesbian/gay civil rights bill. Most
of the recognition, respect, changed attitudes, and even rights have come not because the supporter had been elected but
because of actions like Stonewall, public
'.'coming outst publications like Our Pa·per, symposia, and groups like MLGPA
·¥td ACT OUT.
t.
If we want!"<? s~~.~e Pjli~-;to,{refd<!Ql,, 1 •
we should look~ tfle,':'Yifr:ighls,.~omen:s ·
and disability -rights ·movements, :all of
:.Vhich began with actions "and risk taking
by individual_s and groups, which then
pressured legislators _into passing laws.
Voting is OK, but Our Paper shouldn't
have m~de such a . big deal out of it. If
anything; we should emphasize the actions
and risks we take. Tliat's· where the real ··
~hange will come from.
Larry Dansinger
Stillwater, ME

Dear Our Paper,
In the October issue, a bisexual woman
wrote asking whether 'Our Paper' is her
paper or just your paper. Please print this
response.
'Our Paper' is a voice for lesbians and
gays in Maine. Since bisexuals are completely lesbian/gay and also completely
heterosexual, then ' Our Paper' is indeed
ours. It may be that the only thing in the
way of any open-armed welcome to bisexuals from ' Our Paper' is fear and embarrassment on everyone's part. We are
afraid that people won't accept us if we
lesbians sleep with woman, we gay men
sleep with men, or we bisexuals sleep with
both. Our fears have been justified; we
have been harassed and we have been killed.
We become embarrassed about the relationships we do and don't have. Our embarrassment has been justified' we have
been taunted and we have been ridiculed.
And so we stick to.our own kind and shy
away from the other kind. we· are not to
blame for this; it is the effect of gay oppression operating on us all, bisexuals ·and
. heterosexuals included. The best thing we
can do to counter the oppression is to refuse
to be kept apart any longer. Lesbian, gay,
bisexual and heterosexual sisters and brothers form a creative and powerful force
when united, .and I en"oqrage bist;xl!als. to .
consider ourselves the bridge~builders of
the lot. This means going where we haven't ·
felt welcome in the past, and getting close t .
. r: t t@ ~pk, t'fhp--~awf ~~ Jike the Othen
. Howe've)\ chances are It will also mean that :
. we begin t(>}~el welcome-wherever we go, :
and that we get to enjoy' the company of,
many more dynamic people than we're ac-;
customed to:
·
So as far as you and 'Our Paper' are
concerned, try ~riti~g fqr 'Oµr P.~i:><rr' and ,
you will find tl;iat it tl}en inclu~e~ ~t least:
one bisexual perspective. Many people will _
be grateful to you, and even more will _
benefit.
JDL

PURPOSE

THE COLLECTIVE

Our Paper is published
monthly by the OUR PAPER
collective, PO Box 10744, Port- ·
land, Maine 04104. The purpose
of OUR PAPER is to serve as a
voice for lesbians and gay men
in Maine. We wish the newspa0
per to be a source of information, support and affirmation,
and a vehicle for celebration, by
and for members of the lesbian
and gay men's communities. We
want the paper to reflect our diversity as well.

Business Manager:
Fred Berger
News Coordinators:
Eric Gordon and
Peter S. Karasopoulos
Features Coordinato1
James Melanson
Arts and Entertainment Coordinator : Marjorie Love
Advertising Coordinator: Eric
Gordon
Graphics and Design Coordinator: Diane Matthews
Distribution and Subscriptions Coordinators:
Dawn Patterson and
Diane Matthews

EDITORIAL POLICY
CONTRIBUTORS
We will consider for publication any material that broadens
our understanding of our lifestyles ~d_o( each other. Views
·and opinions appearing in the
paper are 'those of the authors
only.
.
We request that all material
submitted be signed and include
an address and/or phone number.
. .
· . We.reserveJhe right to edit
unsigned material as necessary.
Within the pages of the newspaper, articles can appear anonyrequest,
and strict
mously, upon
' •
J
confidentiality will be observed.
Even.though our editorials
are initialed, they represent the
opinion of all collective members.
We welcome and encourage
all our readers to submit material for publication and to share
your comments, criticisms and
positive feelings with us, Remember, OUR PAPER is Your
Paper!! ·

Peter S. Karasopoulos
Deb Deatrick
· Alab Ke"r-Hamni
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Sadabh Neilan

Holly Valero
Paul Seidman
Eric Gordon

Fred Berger

ADVERTISING SALESPERSON

Charles Dwyer

l

To the Editor:
.. Thanks from the Democratic Party· to
tbe voters of Maine for participating in the
election. Special gratitude to our candidates and volunteers for their hard work
and efforts. Our democratic system is
slrengthened when people place themselves
and thefr beliefs before the electorate.
- The election results show that the
Democratic Party is a vital force working
for Maine and its future.
Sincerely,
Frederick D. Barton
Chair

OOOPS •••
In Fred Berger's article on the state legislature in the December Our Paper there was
a significant typographical error. The sentence "The members of the 35-member
Senate have indicated that they support
legislation to ban discrimination on the
basis of sexual orientation" should have
read: "Only ten members of the 35-member Senate have indicated that they support
legislation to ban discrimination on the
! basis of sexual orientation."

z

Dear Our Paper,
I recognize that the policy of the paper
is to print any letter addressed to the editor,
and generally feel that this policy is right
and appropriate. However, in the case of ·
James Melanson 's response in the December issue to Amy Price's letter, I feel this
poli'cy was mistaken.
It seems to me that Our Paper has a
responsibility to its readership to treat criticism, especially friendly criticism, with
reason and respect. James Melanson's response was anything but reasonable and
showed an appalling lack of respect for
Amy Price's honestly expressed objections
to his colu_mn. I find this unconscienable
and and surprised that Our Paper, a voice of
integrity and honesty for all of us as gays
and lesbians, would choose to print a letter
so filled with ignorance, malice, and hatred.
So get over it, James.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscriptions are $12 for one
year (12 issues), $40 for two
years, and $25 for thre,e y~ars.
Make checks payable to Our
Paper.

Alan Trautmann
P.S. Rick says the letter was in truly
poor taste.
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continued from page 2
Dear Mr. Melanson,
I'm writing in response, to a response,
about a response, to an article "No Apologies" you wrote. First, I would like to state
ttiat I think you are a good writer. You
present your theories well and the thoughts
are organized. If you responded- to criticism as well and with the same maturity, it
would be easierto take you seriously. I read
Amy' s _response to your article. She disagreed with it as much as I do. She did not
however deserve a personal attack. Your
closing comments "when you come out of
the closet, you'll thank me for this,' was
uncalled for, It made me think of when an
abusive parent says to their child after a
beating "this will make you a better Christian", or "I do this because I love you", or
"this hurts me more than it does you". I
hope she is stable enough not to react in a
dangerous manner. Think about it, did she
attack you, or your theory?
I don't agree that heterosexuals are the
guilty ones in our society. I believe "sexism" is. What you described is legally
defined · as sexism, not heterosexuality.
Blatant " heterophobia" sours your article
and your response to Amy's letter. I have
personal friends who happen to be straight
who are not guilty of these social crimes.
Me parents are not guilty of such social
crimes. I know some gay people who are
guilty of these crimes. Many gay peo.vle do
not appreciate being \inked in a pseudosociety, i.e. every one is gay, we are the
chosen. Many gay people (lesbians & bisexuals) think this theory is very un-!rue,
and they believe as I do. There are straight
people, gay people, bisexual people, they
all exist, its true and some people need to
deal with that. I am proud that I am gay and
that I am a loving person because of myself, not of who I sleep with.
Mr. Melanson, I think its a valiant soul
who puts energy into such a vast pit of
sorrow and pain. _I think it honorable that
you are concerned with the oppre_ssion of
women (Lesbians, straight and bisexual?
Where do you stand?), physical and sexual
abuse of woman and children, social op-

R
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pression, and restrictions on behavior. But
James, why should the oppressed oppress
the oppressor. What will reverse prejudice
accomplish? The double edge sword of
prejudice will cut us all.
I believe in a sisterhood, a brotherhood,
a unity and common bond between all
living things on this wondeFful planet. I
believe love, respect, and honor are the
basic strength points of human compassion
that will liberate, heal, and rebuild the mess
our world is today. It's about. time people
do something instead of pointing the finger
and passing the buck. Preach love and
peace, not hate and distrust.

p I
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homosexuality: "Your homosexuality is
an infection and leads you to a lifestyle
which by choice is oppressive." The argument doesn ' t wash for the Christian Right
in attacking homosexuality, and it certainly
doesn't wash in Mr. Melanson 's attempt to
debase heterosexuality.
Melanson ' s big mistake is confusing
heterosexuality with patriarchy. He rightly
attacks this patriarchal culture's perpetuation of such atrocities as "sexual abuse,
(sexual) objectification, economic exploitation, and physical violence," but it is not
heterosexuality which causes such abuse it is the nature of patriarchy itself. Homosexuals themselves can (and do) fall into
the abuse of the role assigned to them
according to gender.
I know a young gay man who for the last
six years has been living with a man who
humiliates and strikes him in public, who
assigns him the role of"wife" in his household, who keeps him under survei!Jance,
and who exacts control over his psyche by
keeping him financially dependent upon
him. NQw 1 would not say that this is in any
way resultant from the ·homosexual nature
of their relationship, but due to their rigid
adherence to established role patterns and
due to the terrorized man's immaturity. In
any case, it does not reflect the gay ideal

In unity,
Patrick J. Dunn
Outright Steering Committee Member
Dear Our Paper;
It is with great regret that I have had to
read Mr. James Melanson's monthly diatribes in Our Paper. His articles, and, his
letters· in response to writers who have
disagreed with his articles, give the impression that Mr. Melanson is a very troubled and angry person. In any case, as his
letter of December indicates, he is very
confused.
His writing is full of loaded terms which
testify to an aritiquated and incorrect view
of human sexuality. He tells Ms. Amy
.Pri~e 7 the_letter ·writer responding to his
column, that she i~"inflicted . . .with neterosexuality ," and later s.tates that "heterosexuality is rank with the burdens it imposes through gender role delineation."
Towards the end of his letter, his "argument" degenerates completely into ad hominem name-calling, calling Ms. Price a
"spineless, addle-brained, fatuous, selfserving (hetero) liberal," and one wonder,s
whether he has any argumentative abilities
left intact. He is convinced that sexual
orientation is a "choice" and that Ms. Price's
choice " to remain heterosexual" is a transgression broadening em the unconscionable. Switch the terms, and Mr. Melanson
sound exactly like the Christian Right, who
have employed similar"arguments" against

A

Mr. Melanson puts forth in his column:
"Gayness is a choice through which we
may affirm ourselves and others while
simultaneously defying a culture which
teaches .. . self-abrogation and denial." Gay
or straight, one can become used and abused.
The male couple I mentioned is stuck in the
traditional role of abusive daddy/disobedient little ~y. Many straight couples I know
live by choice in sane, harmonious roles. I
wouldn't call them "trapped" . .
The fight homosexuals have been
waging for their rights and their lives in this
age of AIDS will go on until victory is
achieved because homosexuals, being children of nature just as heterosexuals are,
deserve to be treated with humanity and
respect. But such a fight will not be won by
trying to destroy the "other side" (Which
other side? Where do bisexuals fit into this
dichotomy? Aren't we all sexual beings,
period?); one can only foster self-respect
by treating others with the respect one
would hope for from them. One should
seek to understand and to make oneself
understandable and not objec.tify "t~e en.emy'' and .seek to debase it. Mr. Melanson
should try to understand that, g~y or straight,
we all exist under the same sun.
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Rewarded. The next time
you spec copy for typesetting. specify The Type
Room - complete phototypesetting and proofreading services at reasonable
rates.

HIV ANTIBODY COUNSELING & TESTING
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State/Zip

The AIDS Project offers trained counselors to answer your questions
and address your concerns about possible infection with the Human
Immunodeficiency Virus (HlV) . To schedule a counseling session call: .
774-68ndaily between 9-12; 1- 5 Monday & Wednesday eves between
6-9 p.m. Saturday from 10-1. Note: Counseling & testing is by appointme_nt only:
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Send $12 for 12 issues
$20 for 24 issues
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Subscribe ... and help keep Our Paper strong.
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Quilt Sections Displ:~yed .in Portlan:d ·r:.
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An estimated 2,000 people visited the
Names Project Quilt panels displayed in
Portland on World AIDS Day, including
busloads of students and many people di rectly affected by AIDS. Local quilters
brought new sections which were assembled into a large panel and hung during
an afternoon ceremony at Ch~stnut Street
Church. Di splay of the quilt was underwritten by WCSH-TV.
The AIDS Project plans to bring a much
larger70,000 sq. foot portion of the Names
Prnject Quilt to Portland next Memorial
Day 'Weekend. Anyone interested in par~
ticipating in the project should contact Ed
Wimert at 774-6877.

Before the City Hall Ceremony.

Jason's Mother
Eric Gordon
She sat at a table in a far comer of the
Chestnut Street church gym. It was Thursday, and the varnished floorboards beneath
her gave off a golden yet gloomy glow. I
hadn't intended to talk to her, but I knew I
should.
For someone in the room had said
Evelyn Piper-Keene would be a good one
to talk to. And she was alone at that table,
so we could talk a bit in 'private.
.
It was World AIDS Days in Maine, at
least to the hundreds who heard church
bells ring or who viewed panels of the
Names Project Quilt.
In 1986, Jason Keene, Lewiston native,
was sick with AIDS. Before he died that
August he talked his mother Evelyn about
the quilt. "If you feel like doing it I'd be
very happy," said Jason; "but it's up to
you".
Evelyn showed me a picture of her
beloved son. She even gave me a copy of
his resume. Edward Little High School...

4

University of Southern Maine, studied Fine
Arts. Fl<:>rida, Washington and New York .. .
collaborated with other designers ... Laguna
Beach, California . . . designed a 2.5 acre
architectural environment using concrete,
Eucalyptus wood and glass.
"So what made you decide to make a
panel for the quilt?", I asked.
"For two years I've been putting it off
and putting it off. Then about a month ago
I heard that part of the quilt would be here
today."
On the other side of the room, others . ..
mothers . . . were sewing the last few Maine
panels together.
"Jason loved fyrtland ... and I suppose
when the quilt goes away tomorrow, part of
Jason will go away with it."
Sewing machines hummed in the background as the world paused to remember
that AIDS has a human side, and it is filled
with love, sadness, life and hope.

Diane Elze reads names in front of the new Maine quilt panels
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Boulanger Assaulted on
World AIDS Day
Fred Berger

A View From Waldo County

World AIDS Day, December I, began
as another proud accomplishment for Vincent Boulanger and his mother, Shirley, in
their struggle to educate Mainers about
AIDS . Unfortunately it ended with a frightening assault by an enraged employee ofT
and J Towing Company in Portland.
On that day Mrs. Boulanger traveled to
Portland with her quilting class to sew
squares for the Names Project Quilt in
memory of people who have died from
AIDS . On the advice of a friend she parked
her car in Levinsky's parking lot on Congress Street and walked to the Chestnut
Street Church. Shortly after arriving she
was informed that her car had been towed.
She chose to continue quilting with her
friends and to worry about her car later.
Around noon she and her son Vincent, a
man with AIDS, walked to City Hall where
Vincent spoke at the public ceremony there.
After the ceremony they returned to the
church where Mrs. Boulanger carted T and
J Towing to find out how she could retrieve
her car. The receptionist told her that she
needed to have the towing company pick
her up and take her to the car, whereupon
Mrs. Boulanger told here she was at Chestnut Street church to work on the AIDS
Quilt. As the receptionist relayed this information to the tow truck driver, Mrs.
Boulanger heard a male voice in the background say that he would not pick anyone
up there. They arranged to meet a block
away in front of Portland High School.
Mrs. Boulanger asked Vincent to come
along to help her carry her sewing machine
and materials.
When the tow truck arrived there was a
driver and an assistant described in the
police report as "a burly man, about 200
pounds, with reddish blond hair, wearing a
green baseball jacket" who Vincent said
appeared "agitated and angry" from the
start. Not wanting his mother to go alone
with' the two men, Vincent told them that he
wanted to go along also. The assistant said
four people could not ride in the cab, but

by Alan Kelly-Hamm

I look forward to each new issue of Our
Paper. It has the intimacy of a small town
paper yet surprisingly sophisticated coverage of issues that concern Lesbian and Gay
people. While I lived in SF, the two major
Gay weeklies have an inordinate amount of
coverage to feuding factions of our community. The leather boys found the drag
queens offensive, the more strident lesbians considered fags to be oppressive pigs,
the conservatives thought the progressives
too radical, the clones wouldn't tolerate the
hippies and on and on and on. It wasn't long
before I lost some of my innocence and
idealism. Our Gay ghetto wasn't quite the
utopia I longed for. Maine ' s Gay community has (at least from my vantage point)
much less of that divisive feuding. We
seem to be able to , get along with one
another. It's necessary for us as "queer"
people to put our differences aside and
work together for our common goals. If
that sounds like too impossible as ideal
then we should at least work at not hindering one another.
On the inside page of Our Paper appears a statement of purpose. I hadn' t read
this until recently. It' s a well thought out",
all inclusive statement of what the paper
hoped to be.
The purpose of Our Paper is to
serve as a voice for Lesbians and
Gay Men in Maine. We wish the
newspaper to be a source of information, support and a vehicle for
celebration, by and for members of
the lesbian and gay men's communities. We want the paper to reflect
OUJi diversity as well.
We want "to reflect our diversity", I like
that sentiment. True diversity is not encouraged out there in the real world.
It was with some degree of sadness that
I finished the December issue. The tone
and tenor of two of the contributions disturbed me. James Melanson ' s vitriolic response to a letter by Amy Price was off
base. After reading Melanson 's piece I
found it necessary to re-read Ms. Price's
comments (October, 1988). I'm still a little
bewildered as to what all the fuss is about.
Amy ' s letter was a gut level response to an
earlier article by Mr. Melanson. I didn ' t
find her letter abusive or hateful, quite the
opposite. She responded thoughtfully to

something she disagreed with. Her letter
did not warrant the sarcastic abuse put forth
by a staff member of Our Paper. To publicly label someone a "spineless, addle
brained, fatuous, self-serving hetero" because she dares to disagree with the author's self serving philosophy is too much.
Does it matter to the writer that Ms. Price is
a fellow human being? How many straight
people do you know who care enough to
join MLGPA, who care enough to write to
a gay newspaper. Pardon me, Mr. Melanson, but your hetero-phobia is showing. I
don't mean to suggest that we grovel in
gratitude towards any sympathetic heterosexual supporter. What I am suggesting is
that we respect the right of others to hold
opinions that differ from our own. Mr.
Melanson ' s intolerance is not all that different from the stuff queers and dykes have
been dieting on for the past eternity. Gay
intolerance is just as limited and oppressive as the heterosexist kind. To be a
member of an oppressed minority group
does not make one an expert on injustice.
Gay people have no monopoly on compassion or the right way to love. Wouldn 't it be
great if we could learn from our own experiences with oppression. W,e just can ' t afford to tum our anger on one another, on
our friends and allies. Save it for something
constructive like revolution, or even writing letters to our elected representatives.
A second article "Weltschauung" by S.
Noxious was every bit as venomous as
James Melanson' s letter. I don't know when
I read a more homophobic, gay-loathing
piece. What happened, Our Paper? _This article is hardly a rallying cry for diversity. In
his ·own noxious fashion the writer managed to stereotype and/or insult nearly every
segment of the gay men's community. If
this writing was intended as satire it didn't
work. It had all the humor of the latest
AIDS joke. Statements like this:
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LIVING PRESENCE LUTHERAN CHURCH
Rev. Carolee A Uits
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"It seems that no -matter where I go
I always attract the sleaziest, most
disgusting scumbags on the face of
the earth. Being a hor.no I'll only
have1 ~o put up with this for the rest
ofmy life."

159 State Street Portland ME 04101 (207) 774 -2886
Home 12071772~113 i
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_iflo not leave me with a warm fuzzy
c_ontinued on page 7
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Vincent insisted his'mother would sit in his
lap. They got in and shut the door.
According to Boulanger, as soon as
they pulled off "the man just stuck his face
in my face and started screaming over and
over 'What's your fucking problem?'"
Boulanger told the driver to pull over to let
them out. As he was getting out, Boulanger
says in the police report, the man started
"pushing and hitting me, punching me in
the back, neck, and in the head ; .. He came
out of the truck after me ... and was punching me and shoving me. He punched me in
the chest, face, and head." On the sidewalk
Mrs. Boulanger tried to pull the man off
Vincent while Vincent tried to protect his
mother from harm. Finally the truck driver
got the other man into the truck and drove
away.
Vincent and his mother walked back to
the church and called the police. The police
came and took them to the car lot where the
Boulangers saw the man who had attacked
them. Subsequently the man was arrested,
charged with assault, and released on bail.
Vincent Boulanger call the incident
"bizarre" and "frightening". although the
assailant never use~ the words "faggot" or
"AIDS", Boulanger says he is certain it was
AIDSphobia that freaked him out. He believes the man suspected he had AIDS
because of hi s appearance or that Ire may
even ·have recognized him from times he
has appeared publicly to speak about living
with AIDS .
As a result of the attack Boulanger
experienced a seizure mortly afterwards.
He also had to be treated at Osteopathic
Hospital for injuries resulting from the
assault.
Currently the Boulangers are waiting
for a court date and considering the possibility of filing a civil suit against the assailant and the towing company. They both
praised the Portland police for their assistance which included a personal phone call
from Chief of Police, Michael Chitwood.
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ECOLOGY HOUSE
G ifts of Environmen tal Consciousness
49 Exchange St., Portland, ME 04112

(207 ) 775- 1281

The Straight & Narrow
Underdyke!
Compiled by Eric Gordon

Holly Valero

"When sweet Polly's in trouble I am not
slow. It's hip, hip, hip, and away I go!"
- Underdog
Like most young lesbians, I had grown
up on the rumors about "Underdyke". I had
never seen her myself. ·I didn ' t know
whether she really existed or was simply
another one of those rumors that tum into
legends over the years. I certainly never
expected to see her in person. Until -that
night in late November of 1994.
My partner and I had just left The Movies on Exchange Street. They were doing
the usual Saturday night Gay/Lesbian Film
Festival. That evening we watched a retrospective of the March on Washington in
1987, I think it was, followed by the signing of the Gay rights Act into the United
States Constitution back in 1990. It was
one of those perfect pre-holiday evenings.
The kind accompanied by a nip ih the air, a
handful of early flurries., and some spare
"fun money" in our pockets.
We were wandering by the window
displays of the Old Port when the trouble
started. Three teenage hoodlums appeared
- from an alleyway,/ollowed.us down µie
cobblestone street toward the watei·front.
They whistled and shouted, looking to give
us a hard time. "Looks like we got us a
couple of dvkes." the gang leader announced. "Maybe we should show 'em a
thing or two, huh, guys?" I was more surprised than anything. I thought this sort of
thing had gone out in the late 1980's. Back
when "gay bashing" seemed to be in the
news at least once a week. Things had
changed since then. Radically.
It was then that the stillness of the
evening was shattered by a sudden rush of
wind. A whirlwind of flurries and autumn
leaves briefly engulfed us. As the night air
cleared, we saw her. Underdyke! It had to
be! She was every woman ' s dream. Tall
and athletic, dark eyes and black hair, and
that legendary purple cape! Protecting us
from the forces of evil.
Turning io face . the malcontents she

demanded, "What' s going on here! Are
you boys looking for trouble?" The ruffians naturally began to whimper and beg for
mercy.
"Please let us go! We've seen the error
ofour ways! Give us another chance, please!
We don 't want any trouble," they whined.
''I'll let you go. This time. But remember, whenever you come across any of my
gay brothers and sisters, I won't be far
behind! " With that they scattered into the
night. Underdyke then instructed us to not
let this incident ruin our weekend and flew
into the night to bring peace and justice to
the gay community all over the world.
Author's Note:
From the time I was just a kid, my favorite comic book hero has always been
Underdog. I liked him because he was
mild-mannered and focused his attention
on the underdogs of society. I also like
.
·
dogs .
Just when you thought it was safe to go
out on the town at night in Portland, along
comes a charming bit of American subculture known as the "skinheads". News of an
attack by this group, upon a gay individ~
reached me a few days' ago. My first thought,
to be honest, was fine, I'll just never leave
the house again.I'll do my grocery shopping by mail, trade in my pickup truck for
an annored car, take karate lessons, and
float a loan for a few Dobermans. Maybe I
should also get a gun.
Yeah , I was overreacting. Gradually,
my fear turned to anger. I wanted to go out
and single-handedly beat up the whole lot
of 'em. Ignoring the obvious fact that a
group of young men filled with hatred,
raised on ignorance, ~ ould have no trouble
turning me into cheese-whiz. I picked up a
K-Mart flyer and began searching for the
bulk food section.
I wish I had an answer. Even a good
guess would tide me over till spring. Well,
it's an oldie, but Peace on Earth anyway,
damn it! And don't let the bastards get you
down!

Rumania TorturesGay Men

England Nixes Videos

Fifty men arrested in Rumania for
homosexuality could be imprisoned for
five years. if convicted. According to the
International Lesbian and Gay Association
Bulletin all the men have been beaten and
tortured ,by their captors in an effort to get
the names of other gay men.
Two of these men are dead and another
has committed suicide. ILGA is urging
those corncerned to send .letters to their
Rumanian embassies or directly to the
president of Rumania: Nico Jae Ceausescu,
Governm1~nt Palace, Bucharest, Rumania.

New legal restrictions on the sale of
videos which depict sexual acts.have met
with protest by safer sex campaigners
.throughout England,
Under the new law, videos depicting
oral, anal or vaginal intercourse will not be
approved by the British Board of Film
Classification. British AIDS activists have
criticized the legislation for denying gay
men opportunities to explore new ways of
enjoying their sexuality safely. They also
fear that explicit safer sex videos, designed
for educational purposes, will also be caught
up in the new censorship law.

Japanese Lesbians Fight Invisibility
Whoopi Talks to Gay Press
In an effort to counteract the apparent
lack of awareness and blatant lesbian prejudice in Japan, lesbians there have created a
counterculture organization to support their
practically invisible lesbian community.
The organization, call Regumi Studio Tokyo, strivies toward "solid political, social
and cultural background for lesbian sisters
of the fut re~" . .
Although homosexuality among men
has been widely accepted in Japanese culture since the Middle Ages (Tokyo alone
boasts over 400 gay bars), lesbians here are
considered invisi·bJe.
Gay Games Claim Victory
A weelk after the University of British
Columbia (UBC) board of governors decided that the Gay Games and Celebration
'90 were not to be allowed to use UBC
facilities, lthe board apparently reversed it
decision.
The Gay Games organizers are claiming victory. Following the decision to deny
the use of the facilities and residences to
Celebration '90 there was a storm of controversy on the campus.

Actress Whoppi Goldberg, nominated
for an Academy A ward for her portrayal of
the lead lesbian character in the movie
version of The Color Purple, said people
are frequently asking her whether she is a
lesbian.
In an interview published in the November 22 issue of The Advocate, a na•
tional gay newsmagazine, Goldberg said
that many people ask her why she agreed to
be a keynote speaker at the Nationa~-March
on Washington for Lesbian and Gay Rights
last year and whether she is gay.
"I say, 'Normally, this would be none
of your business; however, I will answer
you '," said Goldberg. Then, according to
Goldberg, she tells the inquiring person sometimes a Hollywood studio head - that
"It's possible. I' m not practicing at the
moment, but I will not say it will never
happen or it hasn ' t happened in my past."

Sources: Rites (Toronto)
Sentinal (San Francisco)
Equal Time (Minneapolis)
and Washington Blade.
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by Peter S. Karasopoulos

Condensing 365 days into one article is
rather like trying to get through the Sunday
New York Times without getting ink all
over yourself; it isn ' t easy. As I swept
througlh I 988 ' s Our Papers, I made lists of
things that had "happened". Then I sat at
my desk, panic stricken, and wondered,
"what now?' A month-by-month, eventby-event rundown of the past twelve
months? No, too structured. How about a
snappy,metaphor? A friend once called the
1970's "a kidney stone of a decade." I'm
not quite sure what that means, (I think he
made iit up) but I know it's not a very
positiv,e description. I'm also not sure what
body organ to use to describe 1988. Sorry,
folks, no cheap symbolism here.
Without further ado-here' s 1988-the
year in gibberish.

The Last Temptation of George,
Jasper, Linda et al (Election Angst)
When I woke up on Wednesday, November 9th, I was thrilled. Not because
George Bush had won. No, I was thrilled
that the election - from Pat Robertson to
Gary Hart, from Des Moines to Augusta was tiinally over!
In July, Maine proudly sent 3 openlygay delegates to the Democratic National
convention. Although a unified Democratic
party emerged from the convention and an
astounding majority (84%) of gays and
lesbia ns voted for Michael Dukakis, George
"gentl er, kinder America" Bush and Dan
"no JFK" Quayle won by a frightening
margin.
In Maine, however, even more unusual
people ran for office (it seemed like everyone ran for something this year). Fortunately , Linda Bean-Jones and Jasper ("or is
it Jack?") Wyman faced humiliating defeats. Bean_-Jones was defeated in the June
primary by Ted O ' Meara, who made the
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news when he received the Maine Lesbian
Gay Political Alliance 's first ever endorsement of a major Republican candidate. On
the legislative lever, gays and lesbians made
many gains. Especially mouth-watering
were the victories of Steve Bost, Bonnie
Titcomb and MLGPA members, Susan
Farnsworth and Mary Cathcart. Also victorious in 1988 was MLGPA and former Our
Paper collective member Barb Wood, who
trounced incumbent Danny Lee in May to
win a seat of Portland's Cit>"' Council.

Acting Up, Acting Out and Too Much
Inaction
This fall brought aboutthe first anniversary of the Lesbian/Gay March on Washington. The anniversary also marked the
. return of the enormous AIDS Quilt, which
now is larger than the mall in Washington
D.C. where it was originally display~d.
. Eight 12' x 12' panels from the Quilt were
displayed in Portland on December l, which
was declared the first World AIDS Day. In
Maine the gay and lesbian community
mourned the loss of Cameron Duncan, who
shared extensively his personal experience
of living with AIDS with groups of health
care professionals, teachers, students and
the media.
The grass roots activist group ACT UP
(AIDS Coalition To Unleash Power). fo und
organization in Maine in 1988. ln October,
ACT UP staged a protest at the Maine
Bureau of Health in Augusta to demand
more funds for AIDS education in Maine.
Thjs summer, a proposal to open Maine 's
first and so far only AIDS lodging house
was met with protest of its own. Several
citizens of Portland 's West End expressed
their worries and fears when plans were
announced to develop the house in their
neighborhood. A well-attended, much
publicized neighborhood meeting helped

p A p
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calm many of the fears and suspicions and
the lodging house opened its doors this fal I.
Unfortunately, lesbian and gay "action"
was also met with inaction in 1988. In
November three gay men were assaulted
by several men claiming to be "Skinheads",
a neo-Nazi hate group which has recently
found support in Maine. Aside from the
violence, the three gay men who were at~
tacked, Peter Cushman, BJ Broder and
Gerry Roy, brought up another unsettling
issue; the Portland Police Department's.
refusal to pursue the perpetrators after they
were repeatedly pointed out by eyewitnesses. Cushman, Broder and Ray coura. geously told their story to the press and met
with Portland Police Chief Michael Chitwood. The assaults led to the birth of the
Rainbow Task Force, which will meet
regularly with the Portland Police Department to. discuss, among other concerns, the ·
elimination of harassment and violence in
Portland.
Pride, Pride and More Pride
With commandeering eloquence and
undaunted flamboyance, we strutted our
stuff all over the state in 1988. In May, we
held our 15th symposium in Portland and
made our gay way down Congress St. in the
second annual Maine Pride March. ("Keep
your church out of my crotch! " w.as my
favorite sign this year). In July the Bangor
Unitarian Church was the site of the 4th
Annual Charlie Howard Memorial Serv. ice. Led by a " Silence = Death" banner,
more than I 00 persons marched ·through
downtown Bangor and remember Charlie
by declaring the bridge where he was killed
as the "Charlie Howard Memorial Bridge."
Homos around the country marked the .
anniversary of the March On Washington
by celebrating the first-ever National
Coming Out Day. Gays and lesbians were

encouraged to 'Take the next step"; whether
i, be confronting homophobic acquaintances or kissing a lover in public.
Our Paper's pride was also gleaming in
1988 as we celebrated our fifth anniversary
issue in_September with a new look.
Abts and Cultah
Gay and lesbian entertainment was
plentiful in the Pine Tree State in 1988. A
potpourri of womens ' music artists, including Holly Mear, Chris Williamson,
Diane Davidson and Joan Armatrading performed. The AIDS project presented the
variety show "All Singing, All Dancing,
All Concerned" an,d bought the titillating
two-some Romanovsky and Phillips to
Portland. Summertheatereven raised some
eyebrows in 1988 as the Ogunquit Playhouse appropriately _presented "La Cage
Aux Foiles". While singers, dancers and
joke_sters kept our social calendars happily
busy in 1988, I must admit that my favorite
entertainment of the year was to watch
Greg Louganis in the Summer Olympics.

/

The New Year Itch
I hope 198"8 was as ' interesting for you
as 1t was for me. As I write this, there are
actually still about two weeks left in 1988,
and I don ' t know about you, but I'm itching
(yes, itching!) for 1989 to begin. Lu<.kily,
though, two weeks is just enough time to
indulge in melodramatic remembrance of
the year gone by and to come up with some
schlocky New Year's resolution. My only
resolution this year is to try to not make any
more resolutions that I know I haven't a
chance of keeping.
While resolutions are out, I still have a
lot of hopes and wishes for the future and
I'd like to wish everyone a progressive,
joyous and peaceful 1989.
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A Hero Comes To Town
Michael Callen is a founding member
of the People With AIDS Coalition (PWA)
in New York City, an organization dedicated to providing all manner of services,
from hot meals to housing referrals, to
people with AIDS and AIDS related complex (ARC). Callen ,is also a founding
member and guiding spirit of the Community Response Initiative (CRI), an organization formed to systematically test drugs
with any promise for the treatment of AIDS
related medical problems.
Callen was the keynote speaker at the
second annual Living With AIDS conference. held in Augusta last November. A
native of the Mid-West and a New Yorker
· by adoption, Callen is one of the gay
movement's most courageous, innovative

Generally, when I speak in public about
_AIDS , I speak directly from my own experience, emphasizing relentlessly that it is
just that - no more and no less than one
man ' s experience of AIDS. So I guess what
I'm saying is that what follow s are conclusions based on one gay man with AIDS'
J Xperience of meeting with other people
with AIDS.
So, what do PWA ' s want?
To paraphrase the title of an old Susan
Hayward movie, "We want to live."
An obvious as that seems to me, I think
it bears emphasis because frankly, a lot of
professional responses to AIDS seem designed to help us die from, as opposed to
live with, AIDS.
Now I know that a lot of us do die from
AIDS and a time often comes when the
right thing to do is to help someone die as
peacefully and painlessly as possible. But
what I want to challenge is the presumption
that AIDS is only, or at lea.st primarily,
about the process of dying. Such an attitude
on the part of a caregiver can communicate
itself in subtle and corrosive ways and, I
believe, can unduly hasten death.
I have met a great many others with
AIDS-thousands, I'd say. Here in America
as well as abroad. It's possible to identify
two general types of responses. For some,
AIDS is entirely about dying. For others,
AIDS is a challenge to begin living. I believe it is the responsibility of care providers and family and friends to encourage
people with AIDS to fight for life. I believe
that at a minimum, those surrounding
people with AIDS have a responsibility to
communicate to that person that they want
them to live and to make aware that not
everyone views AIDS as necessarily l 00%
fatal.
In essence, I believe the central task of
AIDS caregivers is to keep hope alive. All
else will flow from that. Hope gives us all
a reason to fight-for the individual PW A, it
gives us a reason to fight to stay alive. For
those caring for us, hope gives us the
strength we need to fight the political
fight-to demand a more humane and appropriate response to AIDS.
First, the fact is that not everyone dies
·from AIDS. I know that may come as a
shock to those of you who rely on the media
for most of your information about AIDS,
but it's a fact: 15% of us are still alive five
or more years after being diagnosed with
- full-blown AIDS. Forobvious reasons, I've
always been biased in favorofthe view that
AIDS need not be uniformly fatal. As far as
I can tell, I'm not dead, so I've interpreted
that to mean that others can and have sur-
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and controversial speakers. He was one of
the first gay people to call for the closing of
the bathhouses.
In his speech on AIDS, and death and
life and struggle, Callen made a point of
thanking lesbians for the leadership roles
they have taken in the fight against AIDS.
Following are excerpts from Callen ' s
speech. I have gone way beyond editorial
guidelines for length as I believer this is a
voice that empowers and a spirit that ennobles. Those who.agree may wish to send
for the monthly PW A Coalition Newsline
which Callen edits.
PW A Coalition
263 West 19th Street #125
New York, NY 10011

vived AIDS; that not everyone who gets
AIDS will DIE. Since no one can say who
will die and who will survive, caregivers
must .treat every PW A as if they can survive.
During the last two years, I went in
search of other long term survivors; it now
seems that I now know more long term
survivors of AIDS than anyone in the world.
I certainly am not sitting on any secrets.
I didn ' t discover the cure for AIDS. There
was no single approach which jumped out
at rrie as the obvious way to guarantee long
term survival. When I'm forced to summarize what I found, I say that hope is the ·
necessary precondition to long term survival. Having hope won't guarantee that
you ' ll survive AIDS; but not having hope
seems to guarantee that you ' II go pretty
quickly.
I have become more convinced, as a
result of my own experience with AIDS
and from my interviews with about 25 long
term survivors, that there is a bi-directional
mirid-body connection which someday we
may be able to pin down scientifically, I
think the body needs to receive a "live"
message. The mind needs to tell the body to
fight-that life is precious and worth living.
The mind is a great, large Iy untapped pharmacy and we' ve got to find creative ways
to mine it. Joy juice is what the body needs
to live. And hope is like the air that we
breathe, without it, we wither and die.
In the early years of AIDS, it seemed
that everyone did die. And of course, the
deaths were often swift and terrible. In the
gay community, it seemed one was attending funeral s with a depressing frequency.
It must have seemed to doctors that
everyone who got AIDS died.They watched
as patient died despite their best ministrations. And this emotional sense of l 00%
mortality must have been picked up by a
press too lazy to seek out the evidence to
the contrary.
What has it meant that hope has been so
long denied? I think this has produced
murderous consequences on two levels. If,
as I suspect, there is a biologically definable will to live, it probably required hope
to sustain itself much as the body requires
oxygen. The media's obsession with death
and dying may have suffocated the spirits
of countless people with AIDS.
Hopelessness has taken its toll on doctors and other health care providers as well.
The myth of l 00% mortality has contributed to suffering death because doctors
themselves haveJallen victim to hopelessness. Admitting bope into the picture therefore may well be a matter of life and death.

My own doctor, Joseph Sonnabend, had
said that, "There is absolutely no question
that proper patient management can contribute significantly to patient survival.
There's been an assumption on the part of
the doctors at medical centers, who really
are removed from the day to day realities of
AIDS, thatthere ' s nothing you can do. This
is a terrible assumption which has cost
lives. Of course, there are those who might
say ' So what? lf you 're adding a few months
or adding a year, what does it matter? ' But
I think it' s very important that doctors not
lose the sense of what we're doing, which
is to maintain life and try to work out a cure
to this disease."
,Callen's Experience as a PW A
When asked why I think I've survived
six and a half years after my diagnosis, I
usually quip: "Luck, Classic Coke, and the
love of a good man." I'm only half joking.
I have been lucky. My case of AIDS has
never followed the rules. Although my first
AIDS opportunistic infection, cryptosporidiosis, nearly killed me, it didn't. And the
AIDS complications I've had since then
have been comparatively mild: bacterial
pneumonias; shingles twice, chronic, often
violent diarrhea; blood tests which show a
near-complete depletion of the T-cells
which protect one from disease; and some
strange immune complex problem which

· has required that I receive transfusions
periodically.
· But somehow I managed to avoid
Kaposi' s sarcoma (KS) for six years (Five
months ago, I was finally diagnosed with
KS, but I only have five lesions and they
don't seem to be spreading-knock on wood).
And I've been lucky enough to tolerate
Bactrim (a powerful sulpha drug) which
I'vetakenasprophylaxis againstthenumber
one killer of people with AIDS, pneumocystis carinii pneumonia. This too may
mostly be luck, although the fact the Joseph Sonnabend, my maverick doctor;·
insisted on prophylaxis from the day of my
diagnosis was just good ,doctoring.
And I am lucky enough to have been a
skeptic. For example, I have never believed that HIV, or any other "new" virus,
is the cause of AIDS. By the age of27 when
I was diagnosed. I had, had thousands of
sexual contacts and had, as a consequence,
developed dozens of sexually transmitted
diseases-viral, bacterial, parasitic and
fungal. When I got AIDS, the question I
had was not why , but rather how I had been
able to remain standing for so long! Whether
I'm right or wrong in my belief that AIDS
is really the result of repeated assaults on
the immune system by common infections,
the impo_rtant thing is that I always believed
that if I stopped doing what I thought was
making me sick, I could get better. continued on page 11

As we b_
e gin 1989, The Maine Health Foundation
would like to thank its contributors for their generosity
which has allowed The Maine Health Foundation to
provide much needed financial support to the people
in our community with AIDS. Let us all hope that 1989
brings good news in the treatment and prevention of
AIDS, but until then, it is heartwarming to know our
community has a commitment to providing that
essential support to those friends and lovers among
us that have AIDS.

Please, send your check today to the Maine Health
Foundation, Inc., Box 7329 DTS, Portland, ME 04112
Name
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continued from page 10

My lover hates when I say that he's a
key to my survival because it implies that if
he leaves me, I'll die. Or that if I die, he
must not have loved my enough. I met my
lover at the absolute lowest moment of my
life-the week of my diagnosis.
The worst part about being diagnosed
wasn 'tthe thought of dying, It was believing that I would die without ever having
known the love of another man. I'd had lots
of sex; but I'd never really had a lover-as
in living with and wanting to grow old and
grumpy with. And so, when the AIDS
sentence was pronounced, I felt like factory seconds..'...damaged merchandise. It
never occurred to me that anyone would
risk loving me now. I couldn ' t believe he
hung around. But he did. And we've been
together for six years. Though he hates it
when I say it, there have definitely been
low points in my struggle with AIDS when
I'm certain he gave me strength to go on.

Believing thatlcould survive was probably the precondition necessary for my actual survival. Unlike many other immune
deficient gay men, who considered themselves, in playwright Larry Kramer's famous phrase, "ticking _time bombs," my
AIDS world view admitted from the first at
least the theoretical possibility of recovery.
My doctor's shared skepticism about the
etiological party line led him to discourage
me from jumping on many bandwagon of
toxic experimental treatments. This also
probably saved my life.
My macrobiotic friends cringe when I
Callen on the National Politics of AIDS
credit Classic Coke as an element of my .
survival. And they ' re probably right. After
Now I'd like to explore another serious
all, as any mom will tell you, a strip of
of the hopelessness which
consequence
bacon left overnight in a glass of Coke will
has
pervaded
AIDS. How many of you
"fry" by morning. One can imagine what it
have
ever
written
to an elected representadoes to one ' s gut. But in my survival triltive to express your support for increasing
ogy, Coke represents pampering
funding for AIDS research and/or social
myself-giving myself permission to enjoy
services? It is my hypothesis that the sense
that which I enjoy. Getting rid of guilt.
of
utter hopelessness which surrounds AIDS
I've been good to myself since my diagsnapped our political will. We've
had
nosis. Well, mostly. As I mentioned earlier,
cowered
and cringed, afraid in the rabid
I'm happier now than at any other point in
Reagan
AIDIES,
to assert that it is the
my life. AIDS was kind of a cosmic kick in
responsibility of government to care for
the ass for me. It made me realize the
its citizens! The sick are not some special
preciousness of life. It made me face hard
interest
group; we don't need to feel emquestions and make some difficult choices.
barrassed when we ask the government to
I jettisoned a lot of bullshit and got on with
the business of living. At the risk of sound- _ w!Jic;jl we pay Qur.taxes to help us save our
lives. The federal government is uniquely
ing like Hallmark card, in the end, one
equipped
for funding the kind of basic
can't undervalue the healing power of
research that is needed to cure AIDS, and
happiness.
yet we've had to create research organizaLooking back, I realize that all my life
tions
like the AIDS Medical Foundation
I'd been waiting for some force
and
the
American Foundation for AIDS
majeure-something or somebody-to come
Research and The Community Research
along and radically alter my life. I'd win the
Initiative in order to compel the kind of
lottery, or like Barbara Streisand in Funny
research we deserve to save our lives. And
Girl, the ugly duckling would be exposed
the same is true of social services. In New
for the swan that I truly·was. I waited and
York, the gay community had to form the
waited for something to happen, frittering
GMHC;
we had to form The AIDS Remy life away. I viewed my life as a resource
Center
to address homelessness
hearsal awaiting that all important peramong people with AIDS; life-saving safer
formance which never came.
sex educatio~ had to be developed and paid
But AIDS shook most of that out of me.
for
by the community that was already
The shock of diagnosis did more for me
reeling under the weight of AIDS; commuthan IO years of therapy ever could. This
nity groups and churches have had to prowas serious business. I remember all those
vide
hot meals to hungry PWA's because
times in high school when, Brian's Song
of
huge
gaps in the so-called safety net.
fresh in our minds, we'd ask each other
I assert that this is a scandal of unprecewhat we'd do if we found out we had six
. dented proportions and by and large, there
weeks to live. Now, I had to answer that
has been no public outcry-no anti-war
questionforreal. What did I wanttodowith
protests, as it were. Although more Amerimy life? Having lowered my guard, and my
cans will die from AIDS than died in the
expectations, I'm happier now than I've
Viet Nam War, rather than force the Reever been. Though I would not have wanted
publicans out of the White House, as we
a catalyst as catastrophic as AIDS, I am a
did with Johnson for his handling of that
changed man. And being happy helps fuel
war, we have re-elected for another four
my will to live.

a

years a man who was complicit in the
genocidal policies of the last eight years.
The election of George Bush, after eight
years of genocidal neglect on AIDS, represents such formal devaluation of the worth
of my life that I am seriously considering
giving up my American citizenship and
moving to a civilized country like Holland
or Switzerland.
I have realized with horror that the ·
election of George Bush may well mean
my death. I'm war-weary and winded. I
feel like a marathon runner who's paced
himself to run eight miles only to find that
as I approach the home stretch, some asshole
has moved the finish line ahead another
four miles. For the first time, I have to
considetthe realistic possibility that I won't
make it to the finish line; that there won't
be a cure for AIDS in my lifetime because
my country didn ' t care enough to elect
someone who cared whether I lived or
died.
Callen on the AIDS Fight for Survial
My response to all this madness is to
redouble my commitment to the Community Research Initiative (CRI). It's clearer
now than ever before that we 're going to
have to save our own lives. Jesse Helms '
disgusting hold-up of the AIDS research
and education bill which Congress had
recently passed by overwhelming majorities is mere Iy the latest example of what we
can expect. Community-based research
may well be our only hope. Despite the
naysaying of the FDA and the NIH, there
are a number of promising trials we could
begin right now. I urge you to at least
consider the possibility of organizing a
community r~search initiative here in
Maine, even though I understand that you
may no~ have the critical mass of patients
that other cities have. But AmFAR is about
to award $100,000 start-up grants to local
CRI's, so at least kick the idea around.
I wouldn ' t want to be a doctor these
days. They're getting it from all sides.
Taking proper care of someone with AIDS
is a thankless, labor intensive, emotionally
devastating task. But it's becoming clearer
that the single greatest contributor to longevity is proper and aggressive patient '
management.
I am extremely lucky. Quite by accident, my own doctor is Dr. Joseph Sonnabend. He was an internationally respected
researcher, primarily in the field of interferon, long before he became a GP. He has
been in the forefront of AIDS research
since AIDS was first recognized. He's feisty and controversial but he's kept me alive
by doing two things: (1) he's discouraged
me from jumping on many a bandwagon of
toxic experimental drugs, such as AZT,
which have ultimately proven to have
caused more harm than good; and (2) he's
insisted from day one that I prophylax
myself against the number one killer of

People with AIDS-PCP pneumonia. Long
before other physicians heard through the
grapevine that doctors in New York, San
Francisco and Los Angeles had, through
the use of Bactrim, dapsone and recently,
aerosol pentamadine, essentially eliminated
PCP as a complication in their patients with
AIDS, my own doctor was aggressively
spreading the gospel of routine prophylaxis.
Now he is in the forefront of articulation what precisely proper patient management means and how we can ethicallyr.
conduct AIDS clinical trails which don't
sacrifice the well-being of an individual
patient for the greater good of some mythical greater number.
We bet our lives on the doctors we
choose. It's an awesome responsibility for
the doctors and precisely because it is such
a responsibility' doctors have an obligation
to be open minded about treatment strategies: to do extra homework to stay abreast
of the latest official and unofficial treat- ·
ment innovations. They must balance this
openmindedness with concern for potential harm to patients. But I would propose
that health care providers should support a
patients right to try any intervention, holistic or traditional, for which there is some
evidence (even theoretical) that it may llelp
and no evidence that it can cause harm.
That is the philosophy of the so-called
AIDS treatment underground New York, _.. .
of which I have been a founding member.

****

To sum up, I believe it is the duty of the
healthy to fight like hell for the sick. To
insist on the essential dignity of each of us
and to demand that government respond in
a more human, appropriate way. What I'm asking will be hard for the
healthy. Keeping hope alive will make each
disappointment that much more painful. .
When AIDS was thought to be truly l 00%
fatal, those caring for us knew how the
roller coast ride would end. You could
humor us in our protestations of survival
and hand us Kubler-Ross and ration out
your emotional strength, certain that however draining, however horrible it is to
watch the progression of AIDS, the end
was inevitable. Admitting the possibility of
survival means that people around us will
have to suffer the disappointment of our
hopes along with us in a new way. If death .,
from AIDS is not inevitable, then each
death will be uniquely painful. (And each
struggle to survive uniquely empowering.)
We must confront the complacency and
arrogance of so-called medical experts who
insist that people with AIDS sacrifice themselves on the alter of some- idealized concept of "good" science. We must demand
that placebo controlled trials involving
people whose life expectane:y is not thought
to be significant! y greater than the duration
of a particular trial are unethical. We must
demand that prophylaxis against the major
opportunistic complications become the
continued on page 12
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Duncan Receives MPHA Award
By Deb Deatrick
Cameron Duncan of St. George, Maine
'"' who devoted much of the last two years to
educating students, health professionals,
and the public about AIDS, and who succumbed to the disease in early September,
was named as this year's recipient of the
MPHA's Ruth Shaper Award for excellence in Public Health. The A ward is given
annually by the Association to individuals
who have demonstrated a broad· orientation to health promotion and disease prevention that extends beyond a specific
profession or field of interest.
Duncan was described by Peaches Bass
and Pat Warner, MPHA members who
submitted the nomination, as a "committed, caring individual who single-handedly
educated thousands of Mainers about AIDS.
He was able to address the medical, social,
and ethical issues of AIDS in a way that
touched the hearts and minds of all who can
in contact with him."
Prior to his diagnosis in 1986, Duncan
-;:., was employed in Washington, D.C. by a
national organization that seeks to end world
hunger. His move to Maine took him be-

yond that field, but his skills as a lobbyist
and fundraiser were useful in his personal
and professional battles against AIDS .
At the award ceremony, Peaches and
Pat spoke of his many selfless contributions to the fight against AIDS. Accepting
the award on behalf of Duncan were Vicki
Poulin and Bruce Fritz, both of whom
worked with him on educational programs.
They both spoke eloquently and emotionally of Duncan's work, and pledged to
carry on in his footsteps.Fritz read a poem
written by Duncan shortly before his death.
Poulin and Fritz then accepted the specially engraved plaque from Jack Krueger,
Chair of the MPHA A wards Committee, to
a standing ovation from the audience.
Individuals who have re!,:eived the award
in past years include former State Representative Merle Nelson, Community health
nurse Eleanor Irish, and journalist Mal
Leary.
Reprinted from The Health Advocate
the newsletter of the Maine Public Health
Association.

number one research priority. We must
insist that health care providers keep an
open mind about substances for which there
is no hard proof but which we know cannot
hurt people. And we must fight to convince
a majority of Americans that the holes in
the so-called safety net need to be repaired.
The quality of care that a sick individual
receives ought not be determined by what
the majority of society thinks about that
person's lifestyle. And we must insist that
there be a national commitment to frank
risk reduction education with messages
specifically tailored to·specific audiences.
If we truly believe that education remains
our best protection against AIDS, than
squeamishness about sex or a failure of
political will which results in a lack of
awareness on the part of a majority of
Americans is tantamountto genocide. What
I'm calling for is nothing short of a new
anti-war mobilization. But it's a war we've
.got to win and it's a war I believe we will
win. At a minimum, I'd like you all io make
a commitment to communicate regularly
with your elected representatives to let
them know what you think should be done
by the government about AIDS.

Fight to keep hope alive.
In the first years of AIDS, I had a pretty
simplistic notion of hope. I thought that if
one believed hard enough in the possibility .
of survival - if you were a "fighter" - you
could beat AIDS. I've refined by belief:
having hope won't guarantee that you'll
survive, but not having hope seems to
guarantee that you 'JI succumb quickly.
Although I'm winded from six and a
half years of co-existing with AIDS , I must
now readjust to KS and the possibility of
other opportunistic infections. Even in dark
moments, when doubt and hopelessness
threaten to overwhelm, I am aware of an
almost palpable will to live. The hysterical
joie de vivre of Julia Child cooking videos,
my cookie cutter collection, the imminent
release of Streisand's next album, and the
secure sensation of my lover coming to
bed, sometimes make me want to weep
with joy. I should miss them so, if I died.
In the end, I'm convinced it's as rational to have hope as it is to give up. If 85
percent of people diagnosed with full-blown
AIDS are dead after five years, then 15
percent are still alive. I, for one, intend to
remain among that prophetic minority.

Judith Lippa, MSW
Uc. Clinical Social Worker
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continued from ,Page 6
feeling. I wonder why the writer chose Our
Paper to express these sentiments:
"To me the lifo style sucks death
(literally! !) and I want.no part of it."
Perhaps the author could better express
himself writing hate speeches for Jesse
Helms.
In one short article he managed to portray effeminate males as less than real men;
college boys as being " trendie-wendie",
lisping disco devotees; older men as bloated,
scabrous lechers and " leather queens" were
dismissed as being "stupid" . So much for
acceptance!

A film version of Torch Song Trilogy,
Harvey Fierstein's broadway hit about a
gay New Yorker's search for love and
respect in a heterosex ual world, is abo~t to
be released. Starring Fierstein, Ann Ban-

croft, Matthew Broderick, and Brian Kerwin and directed by Paul Bogart, the film
opens in New York and Los Angeles on
December 14, 1988. The film is as yet
unscheduled in Portland's theaters.

MLGPA Annual Meeting
& Awards Dinner
The Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance (MLGPA) will hold it ' s annual meeting and awards gin.Q_e_rop5.:iturd3)',.l:ehru
• ary 4: 1989 at the Augusta Civic Center in
Augusta.
The annual meeting will take place from
I p.m. to 4 p.m. in the Kennebec Room of
the Civic Center. At this meeting MLGPA
wiU elect its board of directors & officers
for 1989 and set its agenda forthe year. The
main areas of concern will center around
strategy on how to enact a statewide civil
rights bill to protect the basic employment,
housing and credit rights for gay men &
lesbians and various issues surrounding
AIDS. All MLGPA members and interested indiviquals are encouraged to attend
this important meeting.
The annual awards dinner will begin at
6 p.m. with Happy Hour. The dinner will be
served at 7 p.m. following dinner, MLGPA
will hand out its annual awards to distinguished individuals who have made sig-

Those who don 't recognize themselves
in any of the above descriptions may perhaps find themselves here as one of the
''godforsaken lithpy weirdo sadist types".
I get abuse everyday of my life for
being queer. It comes in the _form of a
society that doesn't give a damn if I die
from AIDS. The abuse is there in every
state that has laws to persecute me and in
the ones that fail tq guarantee my basic ,
rights as a human being. I feel the abuse
every time I hear a second grader call
another kid faggot. The last thing I want to
read in my gay newspaper is verbal queer
bashing.
Lesbians and gay meri cannot afford to

-

support the intolerance purported in
"Weltschauung". Intolerance of all but the
· straight and narrow is the branding iron
that has labeled au of us fo urth class citizens. Being a nice, normal acting, young,
white, homosexual male doesn't count for
a whole hell of a lot in this "straight is
great" society. Everytime we put someone
down for being a fat ugly dyke or an effeminate old queen we do our bit for homophobic America.
There is no such thing as a "typical" gay
male or a "normal" lesbian-type. As a group
/ we represent all colors, religions (or lack
thereof) and economic classes. We wear
dresses, ripped jeans, leather jackets and
suits. Some of us are married, some are
celibate and some of us fuck anything that
moves.There is no right way to be gay.
Let's face it my dears, all we have are
each other, like it or not. If we don-'t take
care of one another who else will? The gay
movement is still relatively young. We
have our beauty but be also have our blemishes, plenty of them. There's always room
for constructive criticism. We've got to do
a better job than the straight world we've
all grown up in. A little tolerance w<;)Uldn 't
hurt, neither would a little kindness.
Happy New Year, wru ts and all.

.

nificant contributions to Maine's lesbian &
gay community. Plans also call for a major
address by a prominent national gayflesbian spokesperson who will be announced
shortiy.

Com~ join us at

The "Gay"--LA evening will conclude
with dancing. Each year the annual awards
dinner has been one of the major events to
take place in the Maine's gay & lesbian
community and the 1989 event promises to
be the best ever.
Reservation are absolutely essential to
attend the MLGPA annual awards dinner
as the event has "sold out" for the last two
years. Tickets are $25 per person and maybe
purchased by sending your name, address
and a check for the number of tickets you
desire to: MLGPA, HCR 35, Box 520,
Tenants Harbor, Maine. 04860.
In you desire further information, please
contact either Mr. Robin Lambert in Portland at 773-3564 or Ms. Ann Goldsmith in
Tenants Harbor at 372-6353.

80 Water Street
Augusta, Maine

-~ -J OE S
207-623-4041

Xaren J. Van.ho, V.G.
WHOLISTIC CARE

Wholistic Chiropraci.iC Healing Center
Rock.part Center

114 Commercial St ., Rt. 1
P.O. Box .908 Rockport, ME 04856
236-9092

We have no strg.ngerson!yJri_eJ].ds
you haven't met

Hours: Mon.··Sat.
10 am ti! S pm

TUESDAY-SATURDAY: -7-1

1:.1 ··-

N~ Le,xf 1'ooks

___________, L..

438 Main St., Rockland, ME 04841

.

207/596-0040

Sptcializing in boo/cs by and about womtn, alttn1J1ti11t htrilth care and spirituality.
5tt our stltction of gi,y i,nd l.tsbii,n fiction 1tnd non-fiction.
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Hairy Men! National adlists for bears and
smooth or hairy trappers. If you love fur,
this is the list! Information? Send $3.00 to
MAN-HAIR, 59 West 10th St., NYC, NY
10011.

Female roommate wanted to share large
house in Rockport, Maine. $325 per month
includes utilities/heat. If you are interested
in comfortable, home, quiet atmosphere
and respect of privacy- call 236-9069.

Roommate wanted. GWM, 26, seeking
housemate in small house in small town 35
minutes from Portland. Must be clean
""straight acting, have car and working. $300
monthly includes everything. Call Dave at
793-2969 or leave message.

Seacoast NH/Southern Maine. Recently
relocated GWM professional, 37, 5' 10",
180#, is anxious to meet younger (to 29) G/
BiM's, for friendly, frequent physical and
emotional relationship. I'm chemical/
smoke-free ... You be, too. Letter/phone/
photo(?) to: P.O. Box 1460, Portsmouth,
NH 03801.

Men. GWM, 26, 5' 10", 140 lbs., brown
hair, hazel eyes. Ambitious, hard working,
caring, sincere, romantic individual. Live
outside Portland, seeking mature young
individual, smooth body, happy personality, straight acting, caring, and sincere.
Must be honest and stable, and seeking a
monogamous lasting affectionate relationship. Should be witting to move 35 minutes
from Portland. Give it a try! 793-2969.
First W oodfords Corner area get-together
for lesbians. If interested call Penny at 7722518. Let's get the "suburbs" involved.
Potluck? Early January. Brunch? Whatever.
Lesbian couple is looking for someone
who would like to get away to the country
for an occasional weekend in exchange for
house and animal sitting. Call Hollie at
583-6190. -·
Lesbian partner of incest survivor
seeks other partners for friendship, support
and validation. Also exploring possibilities
of a partners network or support group.
Friends are friends, but nobody really
understands like another partner. Anyone
interested in a single friendship or something more group oriented please write:
Boxholder, RRI, Box 1005, Harrison, ME
04040.

Merry meeting AIDS Support Services
will be holding its next Buddy Training
program beginning January 27, 1989.
Anyone interested in providing direct support to a person wi~ AIDS can call the
M.A.S.S. office for further information
(725-4955); or pick up an application at
The AIDS Project in Portland.
Mental health' professionals or clergy
who can facilitate support groups for buddies or for people personally affected by
AIDS are also needed. Please call the
M.A.S.S. office if you are interested.

New Dawn Adventures, Inc. Think sunshine year round! Come to our Caribbean
retreat, or send for a flyer of offered workshops and outdoor trips for women. P.O.
Box 1512, Vieques, Puerto Rico, 00765.
Tel: 508-283-8717.
Young, GWM, 44, 6'2", lt5,
good-looking, sixties-sort-of-guy. Artist,
manly, non-scene, non-mainstream, long
haired, articulate, educated, intense, playful, monogamous (2 quality relationships
for a total of 17 years). Avid, lusty, romantic. Seeks, strong, virile G/A man (25-50
years) who retains a wild unquenchable
hope for an empowering marriage of love,
best~friendship, rich sexual intimacy, independence, work, and a life of the the
mind. Willing to relocate. Write at length
to advertiser#62, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box
10744, Portland, ME04104.

The rate for classifieds is $4 for
30 words, 10¢ for each additional
word. For personals add $2 for
handling. All ads must be prepaid.
Mail ads to Our Paper, P.O. Box
10744, Portland, ME 04104. We
ask that you not use sexually
explicit language in your personals. Responses to personals ,
will not be opened by Our Paper
and will be forwarded to you
twice monthly.

BECOME A HOSPICE VOLUNTEER.
Volunteers work with terminally ill
patients and their families (including persons with AIDS), helping them live life
more fully in the face of an impending
death. Hospice volunteer training will be
offered on Wednesday Evenings and Saturdays in January. For more information,
call Hospice of Maine at 774-4417.

The first Lesbian Agenda Conference
Northeast Region Organizing Meeting will
be held at Hunter College in New York
City, January 6-8, 1989. For more information call Libby at 518-463-3522 or Michelle at 518-463.-1051.
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Friday, Dec. 30- Monday Jan. 2
Snowshoe hikes in Baxter State Park
sponsored by Chiltern Mountain Club.
Previous winter mountain experience required. Call Roy before 9:30 p.m. for details: 617-661-1436.
Sunday,Jan.8
WOMLAND (Womn Owning Maine
Land) Trust, Inc. monthly meeting in
Richmond, I p.m. Open to all womn. For
directions and information send SASE to
WOMLAND, P.O. Box 55, Troy, ME
04987.
Friday, Jan.13 - Sunday, Jan.15
Beginner/Intermediate cross-country
skiing in the White Mountains sponsored
by the Chiltern Mountain Club. $20 deposit required before Dec. 30. Call John for
details: 617-648-9185.
Saturday,Jan.14
"The Bridge", 9 p.m. - I a.m., first
annual C<?lby dance sponsored by the Colby
College Bisexual Lesbian Gay Community and its straight friends. Student Center,
Colby College, Waterville. Chem-free, live
band. Donations of $3 welcome. Call 87~4443 for information. All Welcome.

Saturday,Jan.21
Full moon gathering in Sebec Village
beginning at 6 p.m. Womn only, bring
sleeping gear. For directions send SASE to
Chris of Coventree, Troy, ME 04987
"What is Our Future: Reproductive
Rights and the Supreme Court" Speech by
Sarah Weddington, who argued Roe vs.
Wade in the Supreme Court, call 773-0815
(Joanne) 622-7524 (Betsy), 873-0878
(Chris) or 871-7063 (Mary) for details

Friday, Jan. 27 - Sunday, Jan. 29
White Mountains Snowshoeing sponsored by Chiltern Mountain Club. Suitable
for first timers, fairly easy hikes which
offer outstanding views. Call Roy before
9:30 at 617-661-1436 for details.
Beginner/Intermediate cross-country
skiing in the White Mountains sponsored
by Chiltern Mountain Club. $20 deposit
required before Jan 13. Call John for details at 617-648-9185.

Saturday, Feb. 4
MLGPA annual meeting and awards
dinner, location to be announced.

Saturday, Jan. 14 -· Sunday.Jan. 15
White Mountain snowshoeing. Relatively easy hikes, suitable for first time
snowshoers. Sponsored by Chiltern Mountain Club. Call John or Bob at 617-4847192.

li]li]

Notable Quotable
"I had the experience with the The Joy
of Gay Sex, when it was being distributed
in Canada, that a woman thought she was
buying The Joy of Cooking. She went
home and looked up "chicken" and was
absolutely appalled. She created a tremendous fuss ... "
-Edmund White

"You ought to take a look around
Washington, Senator. Republicans have
closets, too, you know."
-Chicago Tribune columnist Mike
Royko, Discussing a claim by Sen. Orrin
Hatch (R-Utah) that the Democrats are
"the party of homosexuals".

The

BRUNSWICK ARMORY
ANTIQUE
5.H OW
60 Dealers
Adm. $1.75

with Adv. $1 .50

P.O. Box 441, Wiscasset, ME 04578
207-832-5550
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10 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Sundays

Dec. 11
Jan. 15
Feb. 12
Mar. 12
Apr. 9

THE UNDERGROUND'S
Women's Disco Party
January 15th

·Ne"W" Years Eve 1989
2 for 1

6:00- 9:00

\\ t ·i
l \ ,~ \\

Happy hour drink prices!!
Music will be played by
Debbie and
Katie will be at the bar.
There will be no. cover
for this party.
Free Buffet

& the
Our s10.oo package includes:
1. Free luxury limo service
between both clubs - all night
2. Free buffet at Blackstone's
3 . Party favors at both clubs
4. A glass of champagne at midnight
5. Dancing t o the hottest hits of 1988
6. F1.oor show at the Underground at 10:30 sharp
and finally
·
7. Both clubs are open until 2 a.m. .

Women Only
The general public will be
allowed into the Disco at 9:00
Please come and be our guest
at this fun filled event.

'

$10.00 Advance sales until December 31, 1988
Tickets available at both clubs.
Advance sales suggested .
.:. Blackstones opens at 4:00 pm
.Underground opens at 8:00 pm
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"You're special
to me, honey."
In Febru ary's issue, our Paper will print up to 2s
heartfelt words of your choice t o the person of your
choice .
,
1

I
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Here's a sample:
Dear Lisa,
Happy Valentine's Day! I loved your lasagna
with all that garlic, and I love you, too!

I
I
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I
I
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Send $2 to OurPaper, P.O. Box 10744,

Portland, ME 04104.
MUST BE RECEIVED BY JANUARY 17, 1989.

OUR·PAPER

·SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 11
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at

a p.m.

.at the Parish House
First Parish Unitarian-Universalist
425A Congress St., Portland
tickets : .$ 9

seats are limited

-

for information or reservations:

883·6934

PERFORMANCE TO BENEFIT JUNE 7 PORTLAND AREA LESBIAN ANO GAY PRIDE EVENTS
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